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Summary 

Advances in psychometrics, especially the application of machine learning, enable the           

development of pre-hire assessments in novel modalities. Game and Video based           

assessments do not only offer an improved user experience and shorter testing times             

compared to traditional questionnaires, they also communicate a positive employer image.           

This is particularly relevant when assessing people in leadership positions. This article            

explains the theoretical background of novel assessment modalities and demonstrates their           

psychometric qualities using HireVue game and video assessments. Validity and fairness are            

described in order to provide potential adopters with guidelines on how to evaluate novel              

assessments.  

 
 

1 Introduction 

Decades of research in individual differences psychology show that personality and           

intelligence are consistent predictors of job performance (Schmitt, 2014; Ryan & Polyhart,            

2014; Schmidt & Hunter, 1998). Nevertheless, the adaption of psychometric assessments in            

industry is sparse (Agnello, Ryan & Yusko, 2015; Chamorro-Premuzic, 2016). One of the             

main limiting factors for the use of traditional assessment tools in questionnaire format is their               

lack of user-friendliness, and long testing times. This is not only strenuous for participants but               

also presents the organization in an unfavorable way, potentially deterring top applicants and             

employees.  

  

Technology is changing this. Recent advances in machine learning and computational           
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psychometrics are enabling the use of more engaging and intuitive assessment modalities,            

doing away with clunky and restrictive questionnaire formats. Modern forms of assessment            

are more user friendly and present the employer brand in a more positive way (Tippins,               

2015). These include the use of machine learning algorithms to translate a person’s digital              

footprint into a psychometric profile (Roth et al., 2013; Kosinski et al., 2016); digital interviews               

that make use of machine learning algorithms and advances in computer vision to predict the               

hirability of candidates (Nguyen et al., 2014; Nguyen & Patrica-Perez, 2016); as well as              

game-based assessments that can range from animated ability tests to immersive games            

(Quiroga et al., 2015; Atkins et al., 2014). Modern assessments already deliver benefits such              

as reduced screening time and costs for organisations, improved candidate visibility, and            

higher quality hires as measured by reduction in turnover and voluntary attrition rates             

(Raghavan, Barocas, Kleinberg, & Levy, 2019).  

  

As a result, the applied assessment landscape is changing. Tech companies have entered             

the HR space and are implementing the findings of this new wave psychometric research.              

Drawing on machine learning to detect personality traits from diverse data sources,            

traditional questionnaires are replaced with new, more engaging assessment formats.  

The benefits delivered by these modern assessment formats are particularly relevant in the             

leadership and managerial domain. Face validity and employer brand are of particular            

concern, as future or current leaders in the organisation are often key stakeholders in the use                

and adaptation of assessment tools. This includes a modern assessment modality and the             

use of the best available technologies for profiling, whilst preserving time and delivering a              

positive assessment experience. Test takers must feel they are being assessed accurately            

and meaningfully. Likewise, the organisation wants to present itself favourably, which           

typically includes the desire to to show that the company is technologically savvy and digital.  

  

1.1 Assessments and Diversity in Organizations 
Candidate selection, both internally and externally, has a significant impact on the            

composition and, crucially, the diversity of organizations. Diversity in the workforce results in             

significant business advantages, particularly the strong correlation between financial         

performance and diversity (Hunt et al., 2018). For example, organisations with more gender             

diverse executive teams have a 34% higher return to shareholders than those that do not               

(Catalyst, 2004). Yet, modern selection algorithms have come under scrutiny for achieving            

the opposite, amplifying gender imbalance in recruitment. For example, Amazon has recently            

announced it has discontinued the use of its selection algorithm after it delivered fewer              

female applicants than males (Dastin, 2018). 
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We argue in this chapter that, in order to avoid this discrimination, selection methods using               

artificial intelligence must be treated as assessments. This includes adhering to best practice             

and regulatory requirement of psychometric assessments, such as rigorous testing of           

fairness and a strong theoretical grounding in research on personality and workplace            

performance. Therefore, this chapter describes how data collected through modern formats           

can replace questionnaire data in psychometric assessments. This results in a different            

scoring algorithm and assessment development process, but the testing of psychometric           

properties remains largely the same. 

Using Video and Game based assessments as an example, underlying theory and            

methodology are explained and the psychometric properties of machine learning based           

assessments is evaluated. 

Assessments are commonly used in the selection context, including for leadership positions,            

as well as for leadership development. Whilst these areas of application are different, the              

psychometrics and underlying assessments are the same, and we focus here on explaining             

psychometric properties of data driven assessments. 
 

2 Computational Psychometrics 

Traditional psychometric questionnaires have excellent validity in predicting job performance          

(Barrick & Mount, 1991; Judge, Higgins, Thoresen & Barrick, 1999). Personality and            

intelligence tests have been used in selection for more than 100 years, providing a              

quantitative estimate of a person's career potential. Few constructs in psychology have as             

much utility in the applied context as personality and intelligence do, especially when it              

comes to predicting and explaining individual differences in job performance (Schmitt, 2014).  

  

Personality describes behavioural tendencies and preferences of individuals. Traditionally         

measured through self-reported questionnaires, a wealth of studies shows that we can detect             

personality in the behaviours, choices and environments of people. Early research on the link              

between personality and behavioural observation required time consuming manual extraction          

of behaviours from text, audio and video recordings (Mischel, 1996).  

Digitalisation and advances in machine learning have made these behaviours accessible to            

researchers in a structured way, leading to a wealth of publications showing the link between               

different behavioural data sources and personality. For example, Facebook likes are           

predictive of personality (Kosinski, Stillwell, & Graepel, 2013), the appearance of dorm rooms             

gives away inhabitants’ personality (Gosling, Ko, Mannarelli, & Morris, 2002), and language            

use on twitter and personal blogs is indicative of one’s traits (Schwartz et al., 2013).               
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Generally, machine learning personality assessment approaches demonstrate good        

convergent validity with self-report measures, and even outperformed human judges when           

comparing the convergence of inter-judge agreement for machine (r = .62) versus human             

judgments (r = .38) (Bleidorn & Hopwood, 2018). For example, machine learning algorithm             

predictions of Big Five traits are more accurate (r = .56 versus r = .49) than friends’                 

judgments of Big Five traits via a 100-item questionnaire (Youyou, Kosinski & Stillwell, 2015). 

  

2.1 Language Use and Personality 
A rich body of research demonstrates the link between language use and personality in              

particular (Kern et al., 2014; Pennebaker & King, 1999). The words we use are related to                

personal concerns and express the things we value (Chung & Pennebaker, 2014). The             

lexical approach, the idea that underlying psychological characteristics are embedded in the            

structure of language, has a long tradition in psychometrics and the connection of language              

use and personality has been demonstrated in numerous studies (Gosling, Gaddis, & Vazire,             

2007; Schwartz, Eichstaedt, Kern, et al., 2013; Vazire & Gosling, 2004). The ability to mine               

and analyse large amounts of free text data, has led to a surge in publications on semantics                 

and personal characteristics (Lambiotte & Kosinski, 2014; Schwartz, Eichstaedt, Kern, et al.,            

2013). Language use based measures show moderate correlations with the Big Five traits (r              

= .37 for Conscientiousness; Park et al., 2015). Language based measures may have             

advantages over self-report measures in that they can be carried out remotely and without              

involvement of the person being profiled, require less effort from the test taker, and are less                

prone to response bias (Bardi, Calogero, & Mullen, 2008).  

  

2.2 Nonverbal Cues and Language Use 
Nonverbal cues are also linked with personality, and personality judgments made by others             

(Friedman & Miller-Herringer, 1991). Automatic systems achieve similar, or higher, levels of            

accuracy by inferring personality based on verbal and non verbal behavioural data, using             

machine perception and learning (Mast, Gatica-Perez, Frauendorfer, Nguyen, & Choudhury,          

2015). Both language use and nonverbal cues are readily observed with videos: Non-verbal             

cues automatically extracted from online video resumes explain 27% of variance in first             

impression ratings of Extraversion, and 20% of variance in social and communication skills             

(Nguyen & Gatica-Perez, 2012). When taking into account both facial expression and vocal             

analysis, personality traits were classified correctly in 40–63% of cases, depending on the             

trait (Rupasinghe, Gunawardena, Shujan, & Atukorale, 2016). 

Not only prediction accuracy, but also the relative importance of non-verbal cues and             

language use vary by personality trait: Non-verbal behavior is particularly important for            
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predicting first impressions of Extraversion, a personality trait that is strongly related to             

communication. Based on a sample of videos of YouTube bloggers, non-verbal cues predict             

Extraversion with an accuracy of R2 = .36. Other personality traits, however, are more              

accurately predicted with verbal content, and non-verbal variables contribute relatively little to            

model improvement, e.g. for Conscientiousness, r = .19 based on language use only,             

compared to r = .23 for language use and non-verbal cues (Biel, Tsiminaki, Dines &               

Gatica-Perez, 2013). Similarly, prediction models using speech clips achieve accuracies of           

70–80% in classifying people’s Big Five personality traits (Mohammadi, Origlia, Filippone,&           

Vinciarelli, 2012; Mohammadi & Vinciarelli, 2012), and speech signals such as rate, energy,             

pitch, silent intervals successfully distinguished between high and low extraverts in 86% of             

cases (Kwon, Yeon Choeh, & Lee, 2013). These findings show that automatically extracted             

behavioral cues are useful for predicting individual differences. However, in the           

above-mentioned studies personality was assessed through observer ratings, rather than          

self-reported psychometric questionnaires. This might introduce bias into the personality          

ratings, with raters making judgements based on characteristics such as age, attractiveness,            

or gender. Further studies on the predictive power of verbal and non-verbal variables for              

personality - measured by psychometric tests - are therefore necessary to validate these             

findings.  

  

2.3 Predictive Validity in the Organizational Context  
In addition, audio and non-verbal behavior exhibited during interviews shows promising           

predictive validity in the organizational context: In early studies using manual coding,            

interviewer ratings of applicants are affected by their non-verbal behaviour and verbal            

content exhibited during the interview. Both types of behaviours interact such that ratings of              

applicant performance are higher when good verbal content is paired with high levels of              

non-verbal behaviour, and lower when high levels are paired with poor verbal content             

(Rasmussen, 1984). These findings are replicated in studies using automatic extraction of            

behavioural cues from videos of interviewees and interviewers, where these cues explain            

36% of variance in hiring decisions, and are more predictive of hiring decision compared to               

psychometric questionnaires (Nguyen, Frauendorfer, Mast, & Gatica-Perez, 2014).  

  

Collectively, machine learning personality analysis studies to date show good convergent           

validities of digital footprints and behavioral observations with traditional measures, as well            

as moderate to weak convergent validity of video behavioral data with observer ratings of              

personality.  
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Fig 2.1 Comparison of scoring methodology for traditional and machine learning based            

assessments using computational psychometrics 

3 Assessment Design  

Research in computational psychometrics indicates that behavioural observations such as          

language use and non verbal behaviours are good indicators of personality and other work              

relevant traits. In the applied assessment context, this opens up a wide range of possibilities               

to develop psychometric assessments that use behavioural observations, rather than self           

report questionnaire answers, to profile personality. Whilst research has demonstrated the           

feasibility of emerging methodology and machine learning to profile personality based on            

digital traces, psychometric test development guidelines must be taken into account when            

applying these methodologies in order to ensure that assessments are reliable, valid and fair.              

Any psychometric assessment, including modern formats, must be developed in line with the             

standards outlined in the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology’s “Principles           

for the Validation and Use of Personnel Selection Procedures,” and with the professional             

standards for the design of testing programs (e.g., American Educational Research           

Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council on Measurement in          

Education, 1999; Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology, 2018; Uniform          

Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures, 1978). The following section will highlight two            

guiding principles in particular: 
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● What is the assessment measuring and why? Content validity: The assessment            

needs to measure competencies and traits relevant to the job role or            

organisational context in question. Convergent validity studies must demonstrate         

that the assessment is indeed measuring what it claims to measure, by showing             

that it results in similar scores as other assessments of the same trait. 

● Is the assessment fair? Extensive adverse impact testing should be part of any              

assessment development process, proceeded by adverse impact monitoring once         

an assessment is live. 

  

3.1 What to assess - Content Validity  
To make inferences about an applicant’s suitability, employers typically focus on the            

applicants’ ability as well as their motivation and people skills (Hogan, Chamorro-Premuzic &             

Kaiser, 2013). Personality and intelligence are thus key determinants of employability. In            

what continues to be the largest and most systematic meta-analytic study of the various              

predictors of job performance - as well as one of the most widely cited articles in applied                 

psychology - Schmidt and Hunter reported a mean validity of r = 0.51 for intelligence. The                

maximum increase in this prediction resulting from the addition of any other method,             

including interviews, work samples tests, and personality assessments, was 27% (for           

integrity tests) (Schmidt & Hunter, 1998). Twenty years later there have been hundreds of              

independent studies, as well as several other meta-analyses, that have replicated the            

predictive power of intelligence tests to predict future job performance and career success.             

For example, meta-analytical reviews including over 20.000 studies and 5 million participants            

show an average validity of r = .50 between intelligence and job performance (Kuncel, Ones               

& Sackett, 2010). 

Personality adds to the prediction of work performance beyond intelligence (Sackett, Gruys &             

Ellingson, 1998). Personality and intelligence explain separate aspects of career-related          

outcomes, thus implying incremental validity over each other (Chamorro-Premuzic & Arteche,           

2008; Judge, Higgins, Thoresen & Barrick, 1999; Roberts, Kuncel, Shiner, Caspi & Goldberg,             

2007). For example, personality and intelligence together predict work-related expertise          

(Ullén, Hambrick & Mosing, 2016), job performance (Dires, 2013), leadership effectiveness           

(Cavazotte, Moreno & Hickmann, 2012), entrepreneurial success (Markman & Baron, 2003),           

employability ratings (Dunn, Mount, Barrick & Ones, 1995) and manager ratings of            

competence (Bartram, 2005). Personality is a key indicator of an individual's personal            

effectiveness, that is, how successfully someone interacts with others and manages their            

relationships (Heggestad & Morrison, 2008). The largest meta-analysis on personality and           

leadership to date indicated that about 50% of the variability in leadership emergence is due               
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to a leaders’ personality (Judge, Bono, Ilies, & Gerhardt, 2002). Personality is not only an               

important indicator of career-related outcomes, it also indirectly contributes to higher levels of             

career success and job performance by increasing self-awareness and guiding development,           

particularly in leaders (Harms, Spain, & Hannah, 2011). Indeed, many organizations           

determine the specific training requirements of leaders based on their personality scores            

(Church et al., 2015). The personality of senior leaders and executives shapes the culture of               

their organizations, and has wide ranging effects on the career success and development of              

their employees (O’Reilly III, Caldwell, Chatman, & Doerr, 2014). When leaders have            

problematic personality characteristics they lead to high levels of turnover and           

underperformance in their emplyees and organizations (Griffeth, Hom, & Gaertner, 2000). 

 

Tab. 3.1 Personality, Cognitive Ability and Career Success (Table based on Judge, Higgins,             
Thoresen & Barrick, 1999; Higgins, Peterson, Pihl & Lee, 2007)  
 Supervisor rated 

performance (Judge et 
al., 1999) 

Extrinsic career 
success (Higgins et al., 
2007) 

Cognitive ability .42 – .57** .53** 

Extraversion -.08 – .14 .19* 

Agreeableness .07 – .09 -.11 

Conscientiousness .08 – .23* .50** 

Emotional stability .01 – .06 -.34** 

Openness to  
experience 

.03 – .13 .14 

 

  

3.2 Structured Interviews 
Video interviews, in and of themselves, without the use of machine learning-based            

personality profiling, allow for greater standardization of the process and content of            

interviews (Chamorro-Premuzic et al., 2017), which in turn improves interview quality.           

Evidence from the structured interview literature suggests that consistency of content and            

consistency of administration or process positively impact the validity of interviews (Campion,            

Palmer, & Campion, 1997; Levashina, Hartwell, Morgeson, & Campion, 2014). The type of             

questions asked in structured interviews is of particular importance, with Situational based            

and behavioral based interview questions are most predictive of job performance (McDaniel,            

et. al. 1994): behavioral based interview questions tap into how an applicant has behaved in               

a job-related situation in the past. They are based on the finding that past behavior is one of                  

the best predictors of future behavior. Situational based questions frame questions so that             

applicants can focus on replying in a manner that speaks to what they project their behavior                
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would be in a given job related situation. For example, a candidate may be asked to describe                 

how they would deal with a conflict in the team. Situational-based questions are founded on               

the assumption that intentions to act can predict actual future behavior.  

Research has consistently demonstrated that structured employment interviews are valid for           

predicting job performance criteria (Campion, Palmer, and Campion, 1997; McDaniel,          

Whetzel, Schmidt, and Maurer, 1994). Meta anlysis of studies spanning 100 years            

demonstrates that structured interviews have nearly unrivalled validity compared with other           

common selection methods in predicting job relevant outcomes (r = .51 and .58, respectively,              

Schmidt & Hunter, 1998; Schmidt, 2016).  

This effect may be further enhanced by applying machine learning-based profiling to the             

already standardized video interview process: Human raters make inferences that are not job             

related, bring idiosyncratic biases to the evaluation process, lack the ability to recall job              

related details of the interview, and lack accuracy in making criterion-related judgements and             

decisions that predict success on the job (Campion et al., 1997). To alleviate issues              

associated with human evaluations, organizations must invest substantial time and money           

into developing structured and standardized interview processes (Bohnet, 2016).  

These interview processes include developing structured rating scales, establishing and          

implementing formalized interview processes, and requiring employees to undergo hours of           

structured interview training and ongoing calibration. This leads to the countless hours spent             

preparing for, interviewing, and finally evaluating candidates. 

Therefore, more recent technologically driven techniques applying machine learning have          

been applied to evaluate the ability of computer scoring to provide comparable ratings to              

human evaluators. One such approach was recently reported on by Campion, Campion,            

Campion, and Reider (2016): Automated assessments of interviews successfully replicate          

human expert judgments without having a negative impact on diversity. Additionally, the            

automated assessment system leads to positive financial impact and reduced costs for the             

company (Campion et al., 2016). 

 
3.3 Game-based Assessments  
In addition to observational data from video and text, behavioural data collected from games              

offers another promising area for new types of psychometric assessments. By applying            

machine learning algorithms to large numbers of data points collected during game play,             

game based assessments achieve accuracy with shorter assessment time, making them           

particularly suitable to deliver comprehensive assessments of several characteristics such as           

personality and intelligence. There is increasing evidence that intelligence is accurately           

measured via games, or game-based assessments (Atkins et al., 2014; Luft, Gomes, Priori,             
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& Takase, 2013; McPherson & Burns, 2008; Quiroga et al., 2015). The advantage in using               

game-based assessments is an improved user experience, shorter testing times, and as a             

result, improved data quality (DeRight & Jorgensen, 2015; Miranda & Palmer, 2014).            

Gamified assessments decrease anxiety (Alter, Aronson, Darley, Rodriguez, & Ruble, 2010;           

McPherson & Burns, 2005) and increase engagement and motivation in test-takers           

(Connolly, Boyle, MacArthur, Hainey, & Boyle, 2012) through real-time feedback,          

advancement through levels, and clear goals (Burgers, Eden, van Engelenburg, & Buningh,            

2015; Wood, Griffiths, Chappell, & Davies, 2004). Indeed, HireVue Game-Based          

assessments achieve 95% completion rates amongst applicants who start the assessment,           

as well as higher ratings of user experience compared with traditional questionnaires (see             

Figure 3.1). 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Mean user experience scores of HireVue Game Assessments compared to            
traditional questionnaires. Error bars show the standard error. Mean differences are           
significant for both design (t(150) = -5.63, p<.001) and task involvement (t(150) = -2.001,              
p=.047). Based on 152 participants. User experience was measured using the 26 question             
User Experience Survey (O'Brien, & Toms, 2010). 
 
In order to ensure that game based assessments have content validity and assess traits that               

are relevant in the workplace, their design should reflect tasks used in legacy psychometric              

tests. For example, game-based cognitive ability tests should include games that are            

modelled after the quiz type questions typically included in cognitive ability tests. A legacy              

test might include questions with patterns of shapes that need to be mentally rotated in order                

to identify a matching shape. With a game based design, the same task is presented in a                 

more engaging and fast-paced environment. Making use of adaptive level progression, the            

level of difficulty can be adjusted to the ability of the candidate. This is also common in other                  

adaptive psychometric tests (Green, Bock, Humphreys, Linn, & Reckase, 1984). The           

complexity of the difficulty levels can be regulated automatically by adding shapes, colors, or              
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distraction effects.  

The difficulty elements introduction should be directly related to the assessed trait. For             

example, games with cognitive skills should be designed in a way that solving more difficult               

levels also requires higher cognitive skills. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Comparison of the methodology of traditional assessments with game-based           
assessments of cognitive skills. The illustrated game (right), Shapedance, is part of a             
HireVue assessment for cognitive abilities (Leutner, Codreanu, Koshiyama, & Boschetti,          
2017). 
 

3.4 Advantages of video and game based assessment formats 
Machine learning and technology can be leveraged to use data sources other than self report               

questionnaires to profile personality and other work relevant traits. However, the application            

of machine learning algorithms to predict personality traits in and of itself does not constitute               

a psychometric assessment. In order to develop a psychometric assessment suitable for            

application in selection or development contexts in organisations, the available          

methodologies must be used in the framework of psychometric theory and practice. This             

includes the adherence to best practice guidelines and a clear theoretical rationale for the              

assessment modality used. When developed within these guidelines, video and game based            

assessments promise significant advantages over traditional assessment modalities:  

 

1. High Fidelity - Video interviews and game-based assessments approximate the          

working environment more closely than traditional questionnaires. This allows         

candidates to demonstrate behavior relevant to their work performance (e.g. a           

video interview simulating a conversation with colleagues or customers). 
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2. Efficiency - Video and game assessments measure behavior in a substantially            

more comprehensive and interactive medium than multiple-choice items or         

Likert-type questions contained in traditional assessments. In addition, several         

personality traits and competencies can be measured with an average test           

duration of only 30 minutes (typical test time for a HireVue Assessment that             

includes video interview questions and games, see Figure 2.1).  

3. Candidate Centric - Video interviews are interactive and less restrictive to            

candidates than traditional questionnaires. They enable applicants to share their          

personal stories and, unlike face-to-face interviews, can be completed         

conveniently independent of time and location.  

4. Minimizes Faking - Game based assessment levels are generated automatically.           

This means that unlike in traditional tests, questions and potential answers cannot            

be exchanged between candidates and rehearsed in advance. This is also the            

case with video assessments: Even though interview questions may be shared           

beforehand, the unstructured answer format makes it difficult to copy answers or            

determine which answers would be most socially desirable. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Example of a typical HireVue assessment consisting of a combination of video              
and game elements. For example, cognitive skills (games) and adaptability, problem-solving,           
team orientation, willingness to learn, and conscientiousness can be measured (video).  
 

4 Video and Game based Assessment Data  

Instead of pre-defined answers to specific questions, video and game-based assessments           

generate large amounts of initially unstructured data. This data must then be processed and              

structured before it can be analyzed with regard to personality traits or abilities. In the               

following, we describe the data that is used to score HireVue video and game-based              
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assessments. Given the body of research described in previous sections, only data for which              

a theoretical or empirical relationship to personality traits and abilities exists is used for              

scoring the assessments. 

In order to create the assessment algorithms for video and game-based assessments, verbal             

and non-verbal behavior is extracted from the video material. Game behavior is coded into              

features indicating the players level of performance. The following variables are extracted            

from video interviews: 

 

4.1 Interview Content  
Based on the extensive literature showing the connection between language use and            

personality traits, speech recordings from the video interviews are initially transcribed to text             

using speech recognition algorithms. Over 6,000 features relating to response content and            

non-verbal behavior are extracted to form the basis of a video assessment. Typically,             

language use and word selection account for a large part of the variance in the underlying                

prediction models. Table 4.1 shows the relative importance of the different feature groups. 

 

● Words: All words spoken during the interview are coded according to the so-called             

"bag-of-word" approach. Transcription accuracy is measured by the Word Error Rate,           

including substitutions (replacing the correct word with an incorrect one), deletions           

(missing transcription), and insertions (transcribing a non-existent word). HireVue's         

transcription engine achieves a word error rate of 17-24%, , similar to that of large               

transcription engines such as Google and Amazon Transcribe. This WER accounts           

for differences in local dialects of english. Factors responsible for causing poor            

transcription may include: low volume audio, background noise, not enough words           

spoken in the answers, strong accent, unintelligible voice and/or speaking in a            

different language than expected. In the extreme cases where transcription fails due            

to one or more of the aforementioned reasons, HireVue will threshold the interview             

and generate an “Insufficient Data Error” alarm in place of the final scores. The              

candidate will not receive an automated assessment result and must be assessed            

using alternative methods.  

● Language use and content: Variables relating to word choice, meaning, and language            

use are extracted using the "General Inquirer" classification system, generating over           

400 parameters (Stone, Dunphy & Smith, 1966). Variables then label words as            

belonging to different categories such as over- or understatement. Other words refer            

to different institutions (academic, economic, legal, etc.) or cognitive orientation          

(thinking, knowing, solving, etc.). In addition, variables from the Natural Language           
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Toolkit are used to categorizes word types, for example into pronouns related to the              

self, others, etc. (Loper & Bird, 2002). 

 

4.2 Non-verbal Behaviour 
Studies show that audio characteristics and facial expressions are strong indicators of            

underlying personality (Carbonneau, Granger, Attabi & Gagnon, 2016; Nguyen &          

Gatica-Perez, 2015; Sarkar, Bhatia, Agarwal & Li, 2014). However, in predictive models that             

consider both speech and word choice, audio parameters and facial movements contribute a             

relatively small part to model performance (see Table 4.1).  

● Audio features: Spectral audio characteristics are extracted using a HireVue          

proprietary feature learning algorithm created specifically to extract audio features,          

including the variation in toned and the length of gaps between words spoken.  

● Facial action units: Facial movements based on the 'Facial Action Coding' system are             

automatically identified (Ekman & Rosenberg, 1997; Friesen & Ekman, 1978). The           

coding system analyzes 64 different facial action units (e.g., head tilt) and generates             

over 250 individual variables, including brow or chin raise, nose wrinkle, or other             

facial movements (Tian, Kanade, Cohn, 2001).  

 

Table 4.1 The additive predictive validity of audio and video variables beyond language and              
linguistic variables is low (based on a HireVue Video Assessment prediction model) 
Variable Type Model Performance (Correlation   

coefficient) 

Words + Language Use r = .5632 

Words + Language Use + Audio + Video r = .5644 

 

For game based assessments, less data processing is needed as the game levels are              

designed to indicate levels of the desired trait measured. For example, for game based              

assessments of cognitive ability, each level successfully completed indicates higher cognitive           

ability, with levels increasing in difficulty. Therefore, several data points are collected during             

the game, such as the total number of levels played and the highest level reached, as well as                  

how far a player gets in relation to the maximum level reached and how many levels were                 

successfully completed. 

5 Scoring Algorithm and Psychometric properties 

In addition to innovations in assessment format, video and game-based assessments also            

introduce new scoring methods based on machine learning. These methodologies make it            
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possible to infer personal characteristics of applicants based on different data types collected             

during the video or game based assessment. In contrast to traditional psychometric            

questionnaires, where researchers connect answers with specific competencies,        

relationships between answer content and personality traits are identified empirically and           

based on data. This is enabled by predictive models that use data collected in the video or                 

game-based assessment to predict the respective characteristics (see Figure 2.1 for a            

comparison of the algorithms used to score traditional questionnaire assessments and novel,            

digitalized assessments).  

 

The scoring algorithms for each of the game and video based assessment components are              

developed in several steps: 

1. First, a prediction model is specified in which the assessment data (either video or              

game data) are used to predict the respective outcome variable for the assessment.             

Usually, the outcome variable is the result of a traditional assessment. However, it             

can also be based on expert judgments, recruitment decisions, or performance           

reviews. For example, for the game-based assessments of cognitive ability, an           

established cognitive ability test is used as the outcome variable (Condon, Revelle,            

2014);  

2. A range of suitable prediction models (typically including Logistic Regression, Linear           

Regression, Ridge Regression, Multinomial Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines,         

and Bernouli Naive Bayes) is tested to determine the best performing model. Cross             

validation is used to control over fitting. Together, model selection and           

cross-validation are a well-established approach to machine learning (e.g. Bergstra &           

Bengio, 2012).  

3. The top performing model is then tested for adverse impact. Where adverse impact             

on gender, age or ethnicity is identified, the model is mitigated such that features              

causing adverse impact are removed. The model which shows the lowest adverse            

impact whilst maintaining predictive accuracy is selected as the scoring model for the             

video based assessment. 

4. Scoring models are monitored and updated as needed to ensure no adverse impact             

is present. 
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Figure 5.1 Development of the Prediction Models of Video Assessments 

 
5.1 Validity  
To test whether an assessment actually measures the characteristics it is intended to             

measure, its convergent validity is tested. . This involves determining the correlation with             

established assessments of the same personality trait or ability. Correlations are affected not             

only by the true relationship between the constructs measured, but also by variance resulting              

from the assessment method: Where assessment methods are more similar, there is more             

shared variance, and the correlations will be stronger (Ventura & Shute, 2013; Wang, Shute,              

& Moore, 2015). For example, the less similar the assessment formats, the lower the              

expected correlation (e.g. the Multi-trait, multi-method matrix, Campbell & Fiske, 1959).           

Therefore, correlations observed between new and traditional assessment scores are          

typically lower that correlations observed between two traditional questionnaires of the same            

trait. This has to be taken into account when evaluating the convergent validity of game and                

video assessments. 

For video assessments, convergence correlation coefficients range from r = .51 to r = .62,               

depending on the competency being assessed (p < .001; see Table 5.1). These values are               

similar to those reported in studies on the prediction of personality traits and competencies              

with speech, text, and non-verbal behavior (e.g. Lambiotte & Kosinski, 2014; Mast et al.,              

2015; Schwartz et al., 2013; Park et al., 2015). In game-based assessments of cognitive              

ability, the convergent correlation coefficients vary from r = .51 to r = .67, depending on the                 

game combination of the relevant assessment (p < .001, see Table 5.1). 

This suggests that video and game assessments have good overall convergent validity and             

measure the personality traits and competenices for which they were designed.  

  

Table 5.1 Convergent validity of video and game-based assessments  
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Assessment Scoring model based 
on N participants* 

Multiple R** 

Cognitive Ability 711 .51 to .67 (for the different      
game combinations) 

Adaptability 1,746 .56 

Communication 12,502 .54 

Conscientiousness & Responsibility 1,411 .52 

Drive for Results/ Initiative 1,390 .62 

Negotiation & Persuasion 1,167 .51 

Personal Stability 1,290 .59 

Problem Solving 2,447 .57 

Team Orientation 1,817 .51 

Willingness to Learn 1,683 .51 

Notes: 
*Cognitive Ability: A dataset containing responses from 711 participants (373 female), with an age range of 17 to                  
63 years, and an average age of 32.88 (SD = 8.56). Remaining assessments: A total of 25,453 job applicants,                   
with between 1,000 and 12,000 video interviews for each assessment. Obtained from a variety of customer                
accounts in different industries and across relevant job levels. 

**Cognitive Ability correlations reported are with an established measure of cognitive ability for Cognition              
(International Cognitive Ability Resource, Condon, Revelle, 2014). For the remaining assessments, correlations            
are with human expert ratings of video interviews, based on > 2 ratings per video, with inter rater reliability of                    
Gower similarity ratings ranging from .80 to .84. 

 

 

5.2 Examples of Application 
HireVue Video Assessments are used in personnel recruitment in a wide range of industries              

and job levels. Across a number of industries and a diverse set of criteria, HireVue               

Video-Based Assessments have demonstrated correlations ranging from r = .25 and r = .63              

(see Table 5.2) between assessment and job-related outcomes. HireVue custom          

assessments use algorithms that directly predict relevant selection criteria. For example,           

video assessments are developed to predict performance, sales results, or length of            

employment. This is particularly successful where large numbers of employees perform the            

same role and are evaluated on consistent performance scales. For example, a custom             

assessment was used in the catering industry to predict the turnover of sales staff. The               

predictive validity for this assessment is r = .25. Table 5.2 contains further examples from               

other industries. These values are comparable with the predictive validity of structured            

interviews in the employment context (McDaniel et al., 1994; Schmidt, 2016; Schmidt &             
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Hunter, 1998).  

 

 

Table 5.2 Predictive validity of Video Assessments in different industries 
Industry 
Type 

Job Family 
Roles 

Performance 
Criteria 

Study 
Type 

Sample 
Size AUC Value Correlation 

Coefficient  
Transportati
on Driver Safety 

Behavior Concurrent 710 .72 .34** 

Hospitality 
Call Center 
Reservation 
Sales 

Sales 
Performance Predictive 404 .71 .25** 

Retail Sales 
Associate 

One Year 
Retention Predictive 696 .68 .29** 

Insurance 

Customer 
Service 
Representati
ve 

Job 
Performance 
& Turnover 

Predictive 339 .67 .26** 

Education 

Fellows / 
Charter 
School 
Leaders  

Hiring 
Outcomes  Predictive 308 .89 .63** 

Airline Flight 
Attendant 

Conditional 
Job Offer 
Received / 
Not Received 

Predictive 53,194 .81 .49** 

Education 
Services 
(Tutoring) 

Tutors 
Client 
Ratings of 
Tutor Quality 

Predictive 6,345 .71 .35** 

Notes: AUC values above .60 suggest our models are able to distinguish between two classes fairly                
well. 

 

 

6 Fairness 

Adverse impact is present when applicants from a protected group (including minorities or             

groups facing discrimination) are selected at lower rates than those from the majority group.              

According to the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures (1978), any           

measure used for selection must demonstrate a lack of adverse impact. This is also a core                

objective in using assessments to achieve a more diverse selection process and            

organisation.  

The United States’ Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) Uniform Guidelines          

state that a selection rate for any race, sex, or ethnic group which is less than 4/5ths of the                   

rate for the group with the highest [passing] rate will generally be regarded by the Federal                

enforcement agencies as evidence of adverse impact (Uniform Guidelines on Employee           

Selection Procedures, 1978). Whilst the 4/5th rule presents a quick measure, the guidelines             
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as well as professional standards recommend statistical measures also be used to establish             

whether adverse impact is present (AERA 1999; SIOP 2003, see Table 6.2 for a selection of                

such tests). Using gender as an example, the negative effects according to the ⅘ rule are                

defined as follows: 

  

AIR = female passing rate / male passing rate 

 

A selection ratio of 1 means equal selection rates for men and women. A ratio below .8                 

means that women are selected at a ratio of less than four-fifths (⅘ rule). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Identification and mitigation of group differences in assessment scoring models.            
Group differences are minimized while prediction accuracy remains virtually unchanged. 
 
Figure 6.1 shows an assessment model where the initial pass rate of females is lower than                

that of males, violating the adverse impact requirements. The HireVue adverse impact            

mitigation process is applied in order to minimise this adverse impact and establish             

acceptable selection rates for females compared with males. After the mitigation process the             

assessment retains its convergent validity, with a minimal drop in validity, whilst providing             

fair scores for males and females. 

 

6.1 Review and Adjustment of Algorithms 
In order to achieve this, a rigorous feature investigation is conducted with the aim of               

identifying features that have a strong relationship with gender, but little impact on the model               

performance. 
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Features predicting membership to a protected class are identified and removed through an             

iterative automated procedure. Features that consistently predict protected classes, or          

theoretically should not be related to performance at work, are blacklisted and permanently             

disqualified from our models. For example, the pronunciation of certain words is often             

correlated with ethnicity, tone-of-voice can be correlated with gender, etc. Such variables are             

therefore not included in any assessment models. 

 

Table 6.1 Example variables in a mitigated assessment scoring algorithm. Features that            
have large group differences but low contributions to the prediction accuracy are excluded             
from the assessment model. 

Feature Total Features: 13,335 
Impact Impact On Bias 

Smile .5% .5% 
Emotion Words .2% 0% 
Cognitive State Words .19% 7% 
Technical Language 1.8% 1.5% 
Power Words .81% 0% 
Vocal Variation 1% 20% 
Pronoun Usage 2% .2% 
 

The assessment model is then retrained without the eliminated variables (see Table 6.1 for              

examples of variables excluded from models). For example, cognitive state words make up             

only .19% of the model performance, but account for 7% in gender differences. Vocal              

variation is another example for a feature that is indicative of gender but not model               

performance. The identified features are deleted from the model. 

 

All assessments must pass several tests for adverse effects while ensuring satisfactory            

model validity (convergent validity). Table 6.2 shows the various statistical tests which all             

assessments are checked against. The service orientation assessment shown in this           

example demonstrates similar selection rates for different ethnic, age, and gender groups. In             

addition, statistical tests show that there are no significant group differences in the             

assessment scores between these groups. Combined, the ⅘ rule and statistical tests show             

that when using the assessment, comparable proportions of candidates from different groups            

should be selected. Adverse impact needs to be monitored continuously to ensure that             

fairness in the selection process is maintained in the specific context of application. 

  

Table 6.2 Fairness analysis of ethnicity using the HireVue Service Orientation Video            
Assessment as an example. Protected groups are based on US minorities, which are             
typically tested in fairness analyses for assessments in the USA 
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Protected Group Passing 
Rate 

Adverse  
Impact 
Ratio 

Cohen’s 
h 

Practical 
Evidence of  
Adverse 
Impact? 

Fisher’s 
Exact Test 

Chi-Squa
red Test 

Statistical 
Evidence 
of Adverse  
Impact? 

Service Orientation        

Black (n=412) 52.2% -- -- -- -- -- -- 

White (n=582) 47.9% 0.92 -0.08 No 0.20 0.19 No 

Asian (n=108) 47.2% 0.90 -0.10 No 0.39 0.36 No 

Hispanic (n=961) 50.7% 0.97 -0.03 No 0.64 0.61 No 

 

7 Conclusions 

Assessments are one of the most effective selection procedures for predicting job            

performance. They also contribute towards a structured and standardised recruitment          

process, which in turn promotes diversity in organizations. Leadership assessments are           

particularly important in this respect. In addition, assessments should provide the best            

possible user experience and thus contribute to a positive employer image. Game-based and             

video assessments are particularly suitable for this purpose. Technological advances make it            

possible to derive personality and other competencies from game and video data using             

machine learning algorithms. The following applications can be considered: 

- For organizations that already use assessments, video and game-based          

assessments offer shorter testing times and improved user experience over traditional           

questionnaires. Assessments can also be customized to predict particularly relevant          

criteria such as sales success or performance; 

- For organizations that have not used assessments before, new formats offer a low             

entry barrier. They enable easy integration with existing applicant databases and           

other HR systems; 

- Companies that already use structured interviews will find it easier to evaluate such             

interviews with the help of automated scoring. Video assessments enable a uniform            

implementation of guidelines and standards for interview assessment. Standardized         

video questions and automated assessment minimize the influence of individual          

evaluators, including their human bias and judgment errors, on the selection process.  

While standardized assessments and recruitment processes have a positive impact on           

diversity in organizations, algorithms carry the risk of discriminating based on ethnicity, age,             

or gender. To minimize this risk, algorithms used in selection processes must be treated as               

assessments and developed according to the guidelines for psychometric assessments. New           
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assessment modalities such as games or video interviews must also be theoretically sound             

and linked to defined predictors of work performance on the basis of research. When              

developed in this way, assessments based on novel data sources achieve excellent            

psychometric characteristics and are demonstrably suitable for measuring personality traits          

and job performance. 

 

Thank You! 

Many thanks to HireVue and especially to the employees who are responsible for the              

development of the HireVue Assessments: Loren Larsen, Lindsey Zuloga, Rhett Shipp,           

Caleb Rottman, Theodoros Bitsakis, Nathan Mondragon, Josh Liff, Adam Bradshaw, Sonia           

Codreanu, Tom Cornell, Maurizio Attisani, Luca Boschetti, and many others! Many thanks            

also to Anat Eiger, Airlie Hilliard, and Adriano Soares Koshiyama! 
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